Spring ‘24 Application for English 209 and 304

Note: the department is standing by its new policy. We are not asking for writing samples for any of these classes; however, English majors (and correlates) deserve preferential treatment, which the registrar is unable to provide. Rather than writing to the course instructor (don’t do that!), please fill out this form and return it the English Department office during Pre-Registration Phase I by November 10th 2023. You will be notified of your acceptance before the end of Pre-Registration I. Class lists will be displayed outside the English Department office and shared with the registrar.

NAME __________________________________________

COURSE __________________________________________

MAJOR ___________________________ Class Year_____________

CORRELATE __________________________________________

• only identify yourself as a major or correlate if you have already declared.

PREREQUISITES __________________________________________

• ENGL 205, 206, or 207 are each a prerequisite for 209, and 211.
• ENGL 207, 209, or 211 are each a prerequisite for 304

DRAW NUMBER ________________________________

• do not leave this item blank.

REMARKS/SPECIAL PLEADING:

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________